GLADIATOR DISPENSER
INSTALLATION & OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
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Separate dispenser from
wall-plate by lifting upward on
dispenser while holding wallplate.

Mount wall-plate using wallplugs and screws supplied.
(To mount on drywall please
use appropriate fasteners.
e.g. toggle bolts). Do not use
tape to mount this dispenser
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Congratulations! You have
Just received the world’s finest
dispenser for foam hand care
products. Before installing,
please read the following
instructions.
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Be sure that screws are
loosened. Slide the cover
Forward.
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Lock dispenser onto wallplate by sliding aluminum
cover tightly back into the
slots on wall-plate.

Caution: Correct installation of this unit to ensure proper function and safety is the
responsibility of the installer. It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure that installation of
this unit complies with all applicable codes, standards and regulatory requirements.
Please completely read and understand this cautionary note and all installation/maintenance
instructions before proceeding with installation.
Do not install this unit above heat sources that may cause drying of the soap or soap
nozzle/outlet.
Do not install this unit where a failure of the mounting system or dripping of soap or water
from hands may cause damage to equipment or create a potential safety hazard.
This dispenser is designed for use with foaming soap, liquid alcohol or liquid soap depending
on the pump installed. Be sure to use the correct product for the pump installed.
Not responsible for use of incorrect soap.
Foam soap dispenser will not function properly with non-foam soap.
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cover

Tighten both screws Mount a 2.5 l bottle of foam soap onto
on the bottom of
dispenser by removing cap from the bottle
and then sliding the bottle onto the intake
aluminum cover.
pipe of dispenser. The bottle should be
pushed completely up to the bottom of
dispenser so that the bottom of the bottle can
be pushed inward to sit securely on the ledge
at the bottom of the wall-plate.

Mount dispenser on wallplate by first checking to see
that aluminum cover is still
pulled forward and then
Sliding the dispenser down
Onto wall-plate.

Slide the bottle cover into
the pump assembly and
turn bottle cover lock
located underneath to
keep the cover in place

The dispenser is now ready
to operate by pressing
downward on the lever
several times until the hand
cleaner is dispensed into the
open hand.

